
Life is digital now, period. We watch movies on OTT, our 

zoom are all in your palm. Texting and WhatsApp have 
eliminated letter writing, We read books on kindle, we 

up in the hair, body uses the camera rolls, its all digital 
pics…..all this and more thanks to Digital technologies.-
None has to sell Digital anymore, what we all have to 
sell to ourselves and our partners are the use cases 
where we showcase the positive impact of Digital 
adoption in their area. 

so fast that even before the world has gotten 
used to living with the 2-D digital universe, 

start to hit the mainstream in 12-18 months. 
Trust me, it will happen faster then you know. 

journey 30 years ago, it all just feels like yester-

90’s was the era of World Wide Web and the 

200 Billion !!

Cloud and mobile has done the wonders for 
innovation in business modals. 
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iPod, the world has never been the same. 

has done the wonders for innovation in 

we have seen would not have been possible.

everything that most of the business now 

plane ever that went from CAD design to 

ers, share holders and humanity at large. 

the innovation that was being unleashed by 

disrupting its existing business modal by 

tion of humanity for the last 50 odd years is to 

modelling and analysis, this timeline will further 
shrink. This will put more and more pressure on 

too. All the experts and leaders who want to 

relevant based on your 30-year-old degree. 
Those days are gone. Alphabet just 

too. Based on their neural network- based AI 
engines they will be able to speed the new 



It’s for all of us to drive. As we think through 

lot more opportunities to deliver high value 
work will open up for our friends and 

smart and well thought out adoption of digital 

One of the most important areas that will get 

this area. So let us all look for ways to be more 

now. Please share your thoughts, suggestions 

to innovate, adapt and deliver better value to all 
around us.-   rotceriD evitucexE ,igayT hsinaM
Business Transformation Strategy & New 
Businesses.

It’s the same revolution that you are seeing in Siri 
and Alexa..its all neural network based AI that will 

So, you should stay on top of latest and greatest, 

 

What’s true for individuals is true for nations 
too. Look at what Japan and South Korea 

has a lot to do. The future growth and progress 

already not so.

the various digital platforms that we are rolling 

Rail, tunnel, Water management, Energy, 

advantage to be the front runner in delivering 

sulting in India will look like? 


